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Geologist Discovers New Alien Species 

Independent geoscientific firm GeoVortex, based in the United States, announced their 
discovery of a new species. Having identified the new species, the company claims naming 
rights and refers to the life form as Exterran Infinitas Nimerigarus (EIN). 

GeoVortex has identified fossil records, along with multiple sets of bones, skin and hair in 
Colorado that demonstrate that the species is different from any known life forms and has 
extraterrestrial characteristics. 

The public disclosures were made by the company on its “Discovering and Understanding the 
World Around Us” website and in a discovery video series, “Secrets of the Winds”. 

Exterran Infinitas Nimerigarus 

500 Million year old alien egg fossil 
(Photo by GeoVortex, actual size = 1 cm.) 

Material evidence gathered indicates that EIN is still alive in the western US. 
Amongst the most amazing revelations is that area petroglyphs suggest a striking resemblance to 
stories connecting the EIN beings and the “Little People”, also called “Nimerigar”, the legendary 
race of many North American tribes. 
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GeoVortex is targeting the scientific community and soliciting research collaborations to 
expand the breakthrough science discovery. 

The announcement culminates months of field and mapping research including microscopic 
examination of a very distinct carbonate sequence that correlates mineral attributes to fossil 
skeletal remains that helped to identify the new species. In addition to the EIN species, The 
company announced its findings of a second associated new species, Infinitas Hydrus (water 
serpent). The two species have a symbiotic relationship, based on being identified having 
shared lifecycles as exhibited on a single fossilized rock. 

The "Discovering and Understanding the Earth Around Us” website suggests that the origins 
of these newly discovered species are a geological occurrence greater than 500 million years 
ago. This early Paleozoic Era event called Exterranium, refers to the expansive geological 
episode encompassing northern Wyoming to southern Colorado. 

The repeatable and measurable phase changes between EIN and the mineral matrix is referred 
to as “a supremely designed living fossil”. Basic laboratory experiments, along with 
independent electron microscopy tests were performed on several samples that detail the 
species mineralization phenomena and scientifically validate the discovery. 

The Exterranium geological event created distinct surface formations associated with 
identifiable microscopic mineral properties that helped to identify and track the elusive EIN 
species habitat across the region. According to the firm the minerals distinctive geochemical 
properties provide scientific footprints of the EIN discovery tracing of the geomorphology 
signatures of the event. 

Among the Exterranium mineral’s exceptional qualities are how it absorbs water as a sponge 
to activate its quantum field to create and sustain the EIN species. 

The evidence suggests that the geochemical bond between the mineral and EIN species is 
directly connected to the Exterranium terraforming event hundreds of millions of years ago. 
The newly recorded EIN species is not an animal or life form we are familiar with until now. 
The evidence includes multiple sized skeletons with skulls, organs, skins and hair. The firm 
has documented fossilized stages of EIN crystalized egg forms in addition to its complex body 
structure. 

The discovery of the EIN species, its intimate relationship to the Exterranium mineral and its 
connections to the “mythological” Little People sets the stage for decades of multidisciplinary 
research.  The GeoVortex revelations integrate many scientific disciplines and ongoing 
investigations entail an understanding of the geosciences, biology, astrophysics, archeology 
and anthropology. The firm is sponsoring collaborate research in each of these areas, with an 
emphasis on interdisciplinary, scientific-based programs.  




